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Abstract •
A FORTRAN IV program is presented which calculates aerodynamic forces on turbomachinery
blade sections from distributions of pressure or velocity along the surfaces. Blade sections
for which forces are calculated may have either one blade segment or two segments (tandem
blades). Input includes blade surface coordinates, surface distributions of pressure or velocity,
and several overall flow parameters. Surface angles may also be given as input, or may be
computed by the program from spline curves. The program integrates pressure or velocity
distributions to obtain components of force on the blade surfaces. Meridional and tangential
forces and lift and drag forces are then computed. For tandem blade sections, ratios of forces
on rear blade segments to forces on front blade segments are also given. The program is par-
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A FORTRAN IV program is presented which calculates aerodynamic forces on tur-
bomachinery blade sections from distributions of pressure or velocity along the sur-
faces. Forces due to pressure on either single blade sections or tandem blade sections
may be calculated.
The program is designed to be used in conjunction with other existing programs
which calculate blade surface and internal velocity distributions, streamlines, and
boundary layers. Together these programs permit the analytical study of the flow
through turbomachinery blading.
Input to this program includes blade surface coordinates, surface distributions of
pressure or velocity, and several overall flow parameters. Spline curves are fitted to
the surface coordinates to obtain surface angles; or these may be given as input. Pres-
sure or velocity distributions are integrated around the blades using the trapezoidal rule
to obtain components of force in the input coordinate system directions. Meridional and
tangential forces, and lift and drag forces (due only to pressure) are computed from the
integrated force components. For tandem blade sections, ratios of rear blade segment
to front blade segment forces are also given.
Care must be exercised in the placement of points near blade leading and trailing
edges. The points in these areas have high values of surface angle with corresponding
large tangents used in the integrations. For this reason, input points must be more
closely spaced in these regions.
This report includes a listing of the FORTRAN IV computer program, with an ex-
planation of the input required and the output generated. Three tandem blades with dif-
ferent ratios of camber between the blade segments are analyzed with the program. A
discussion is included concerning the placement of points on blade surfaces in order to
obtain accurate results with the program. Running times are about 1/10 minute on IBM
7094 equipment. All parts of the program are in general FORTRAN IV code, and could
be easily transferred to other IBM equipment.
INTRODUCTION
In the design, analysis, and comparison of blades for turbomachinery, it is desir-
able for a number of reasons to have knowledge of the aerodynamic forces acting on
blade sections:
(1) Lift forces, or tangential forces, are directly related to the energy addition or
work input.
(2) Blade surface forces due to pressure give a measure of each blade's "loading, "
where loading is thought of in terms of area under blade surface pressure profiles or
total force on the blade section.
(3) For tandem blade sections, tangential forces provide a measure of "work-split"
between the front and rear segments of the blades.
(4) Blade forces are used for the calculation of aerodynamic stresses and moments
in the mechanical design process.
Forces on turbomachinery blading are of two kinds: pressure forces (mainly lift)
and skin friction forces (mainly drag). In ideal flow, skin friction is neglected and the
drag force is zero. So the only force is lift due to pressure. In real flow, skin friction
exists and the drag is not zero. The component of drag due to skin friction can be com-
puted with some degree of accuracy from boundary layer theory. Besides the skin fric-
tion drag, however, there is another type of drag called form drag or induced drag or
pressure drag. This drag component due to pressure arises from the boundary layer
displacing the free stream from the blade and modifying the ideal flow pressure distri-
bution. Pressure drag is difficult to calculate (see refs. 1 and 2), especially from inte-
gration of real flow pressure profiles. On the other hand, pressure forces in the lift
direction can be obtained from integration of ideal flow pressure profiles.
There are several methods available for obtaining forces on blade sections. One
method is through the use of vector diagrams across the blade section with the assist-
ance of empirical relations for fluid turning and loss. An alternate method, used more
in the analysis of today's highly loaded blading which has not yet been tested, is to ob-
tain forces analytically from the integration of blade surface pressure profiles.
This report describes a computer program developed to calculate aerodynamic
forces on turbomachinery blading from given surface distributions of pressure or ve-
locity. It is recommended primarily for use with ideal flow pressure distributions
where forces in the drag direction can be neglected.
The force program described herein is particularly useful in conjunction with exist-
ing computer programs discussed in references 3 to 6. These programs calculate sur-
face pressure distributions, free-stream and internal velocity distributions, stream-
lines, and boundary layers. Combining the results of all these programs allows the
analytical study of the performance and two-dimensional flow through turbomachinery
blading before it is studied experimentally in the laboratory.
This report presents a brief derivation of equations, a listing of the program, and a
description of its input and output. Input to the program is easily obtained from the out-
put of other programs for computing pressure or velocity distributions. Geometrical in-
put consists of X-Y coordinates of blade surfaces in any two mutually perpendicular di-
rections. Surface angles may be given as input or may be computed in the program from
spline curves. Output consists of spline curve fits of surface coordinates and integra-
tions of pressure along each blade surface, as well as integrated blade forces in desired
directions. The report also includes numerical examples to illustrate typical input
values and the form in which output is given. Internal variables used in the program are
defined only if they pertain to input.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM
The program computes blade forces due to pressure distribution for either a single
blade section or a tandem blade section (with two blade segments). Each blade section
°MX = 0
— X
(a) X axis coincident with M or Z axis.
M
M or Z
(b) X axis through leading edge or trailing edge circle centers.
Figure 1. - Surfaces on which blade surface velocities
are known.
M or Z
(c) X axis tangent to pressure surface leading edge and trailing edge radii.
Figured -Typical variations in placement of X-Y input axes.
(i.e., each "cut" through a single or tandem blade) requires a separate set of input.
Input may be given on any plane on which blade pressures or velocities are known.
Usually these are obtained on a cylindrical surface (Z-0 coordinates) or on an axisym-
metric surface of revolution (M-9 coordinates) (see fig. 1). These unwrapped surfaces
are the input planes for this program.
Blade geometry is defined by X-Y coordinates of each blade surface. The X and
Y axes can be in any two mutually perpendicular directions, and are related to the Z-9
or M-0 directions by the input angle «MX (see fig. 2). As figure 2 shows, the X and
Y axes can be placed on the blade in any of the standard positions.
The second portion of the input, a description of the flow, is given by means of
either blade surface static pressure or blade surface velocity distributions. Figure 3
Figure 3. -Velocities in Z-R-6 and M-R-9 coordinate directions.
indicates the blade surface velocity components in the input planes: V™ and Vfl on the
cylindrical blade-to-blade plane, and VM and V0 on the general surface of revolution
blade-to-blade plane.
Input is given on one blade surface at a time in the order indicated by figure 4. For
single segment blades, only surfaces 1 and 2 are used. For a tandem blade, four sur-
faces are used and the front blade segment is entered before the rear blade segment.
The integration scheme requires blade surface angles (with respect to the X axis)
at the X-Y input points (see fig. 5). These may either be given by the user as input, or








Figure 4. - Numbering of blade surfaces for input.
Figure 5, - Input parameters on typical surface.
and 8). The user may also give blade angles at a portion of the input points. In this
case the program uses these input values where they are given, and uses computed
angles from the spline curves at all the other points. In all cases spline fits of the blade
surfaces are made; and slopes, curvatures, and angles are printed in the output.
Both blade surface pressures and velocities are printed as output. The relation be-
tween the two that is used in the program is Bernoulli's equation
y
y -
V2 ^ y /P'\
2 y - 1 \p' ) (1)
Force components are obtained initially for each blade surface by integrating pres-
sure distributions in the X and Y directions. On the suction surface the force in the
X direction is given by
xv
Using the average surface angles over dX increments, equation (2) becomes at each
point i
D.I O . l - l lAv -v \ /O \
— /^ s i ~ s i-1' '
j=l j=l
The force in the Y direction on the suction surface is
which becomes
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On the pressure surface the force in the X direction is given by
F
x,P - Z(-PP)AYP = E(-pP)tan aP AXP (6)
Again, using average surface angles, equation (6) becomes at each point
i i-1
FX, p, j = ) FX, p, j " ^  l ^ jtan^-3- ^—z J ^ p, i - Xp, i-1)
j=l J=l










After force components are obtained in the X and Y directions on each blade surface,
they are rotated to the M and 0 directions (see fig. 2) as follows
FM = Fx cos aMX - Fy sin a
*MX
(10)
= Fx sin Fy cos
Finally force components are rotated to the lift-drag (L-D) directions (perpendicular and
parallel to the direction of mean velocity Vmean at the mean flow angle 0mean, fig. 6)
as follows



















Figure 6. - Mean velocity vector and flow direction notation.
The mean flow angle across the blade section jEJ , , , . , , is computed by the formula (see
fig. 6)
After the calculation of force components (in various directions) on the blade sur-
faces, the components are summed for pressure and suction surfaces to obtain total
forces in certain directions on each of the blade segments. In the X-Y directions these
forces are obtained as follows
FX = FX, s
(13)
Similar expressions are used in the M-6 and L-D directions.
After X-Y, M-B, and L-D forces are computed for each blade segment, total
forces and angles with respect to the M axis are computed for the segments. At this
point the program is finished for a single segment blade section.
For tandem blades the program continues and adds together forces for both blade
segments in all the principal directions. Ratios are also given for forces on the rear
blade segment to forces in similar directions on the front blade segment.
For an ideal flow pressure distribution, the final drag force FD for either a single
segment blade or a tandem segment blade should be very close to zero. Inaccuracies in
the input ideal flow pressure distribution and numerical inaccuracies in the program pre-
vent FJ-J from being exactly zero. For a tandem blade, since the L and D directions
are perpendicular and parallel to the direction of mean velocity across the overall blade
section, FD for either of the individual segments will not usually be zero. But FD
should be near zero when the segment contributions are summed for the overall blade
section.
Output from the program consists of the following: (1) printing of all the input,
(2) spline curve fit data for each surface, (3) summations from point to point of the sur-
face pressure distributions to obtain force components, and (4) summed forces in all the
principal directions.
The program is written entirely in FORTRAN IV and is run at NASA Lewis on the
IBM 7094-7044 direct coupled system with a 32 768 word core (77777/gO. The total pro-
gram storage requirement is 22436/g^ of which 6335/gx is used in the storage of vari-
ables. The program runs in 1/10 minute on IBM 7094 equipment.
At Lewis, the program is currently being used in conjunction with the programs of
8
references 3 to 5 to compute forces and evaluate work input and work splits on compara-
tive blade designs. Ideal flow velocity distributions are being used as input.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Three blade sections are included as numerical examples to illustrate the use of the
program. All three are tandem blade sections with varying ratios of camber of the rear
segment to camber of the front segment. These blades were generated by means of the
program of reference 9. Table I contains some of the characteristic parameters of these
blades. As table I indicates, the camber ratios vary from 1:1 to 3:1 (i.e., camber of
rear blade segment three times camber of front blade segment). For all three blades
the chord length of the rear blade segment is equal to the chord length of the front blade
TABLE I. - CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS OF THREE TANDEM


















































segment, and the overlap is 20 percent of the chord of the first blade segment. All three
blade sections have a converging channel between blade segments, with the openings at
the front and rear of the channel equal to 14 and 10 percent, respectively, of the front
blade chord.
Figure 7 shows the three blade geometries superimposed. Figure 8 contains the
three surface velocity distributions obtained by means of the program of reference 4.
The input required for obtaining forces on blade number 2 is listed for illustration in
table II; the variables are explained in the section Input Variables. Table III lists the
important blade forces on each of the three tandem blades obtained by means of the pro-
gram described herein. Lift, drag, and total force are also given for the entire tandem
blade sections. Ideally, the drags would be zero, but these small components of drag do
not noticeably affect the total forces on the blades. One of the principal points to notice
on the table is the shift of forces from front to rear blade segment. The magnitude of
these forces provides a measure of the work split F^ and loading split F, , between








.04 .12 .16 .20 .24
Distance in M direction, ft
.28 .32 .36














.04 .12 .16 .20 .24
Distance in M direction, ft
.32 .36
Figure 8. - Calculated surface velocity distributions for tandem blades used in numerical examples.
10
TABLE n. - INPUT FOR TANDEM BLADE NUMBER 2
OF NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
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Figure 9 shows the input variables as they are punched on data cards. The first
input card is for a title which identifies the data deck and is printed on the output. The
user may type whatever information he wishes in any of the columns of this card. The





specific heat ratio, y
gas constant, R, (ft)(lbf)/(slug)(°R); J/(kg)(K)

















inlet or upstream relative total temperature, T', °R; K
inlet or upstream flow velocity relative to blade row, Vin,
ft/sec; m/sec (figs. 4 and 6)
outlet or downstream flow velocity relative to blade row,
Vout' ft/sec' m/sec (figs. 4 and 6)
inlet or upstream relative flow angle, j3. , deg (figs. 4 and 6)
outlet or downstream relative flow angle, 0
 t, deg (figs. 4
and 6) BETAO is positive if rotation from the M or
Z axis to V . is counterclockwise; negative if rotation
is clockwise.
angle between meridional axis and X axis of input, ot-*/r*x>
deg (fig. 2) -90° < aMX < 90°; ALPHMX is positive if
rotation from the M or Z axis to the X axis is counter-
clockwise; negative if rotation is clockwise.
integer (1 or 2) indicating whether pressures (1) or velocities
(2) are used to input flow conditions on the blade surfaces
integer (2 or 4) indicating whether input is given for a single
segment blade section (two surfaces) or for a tandem blade
section (four surfaces)
integer number of input points on surface 1 (surfaces 2 to 4)
If KSURF = 2, NSURF3 and NSURF4 should be zero.
array of X coordinates of input points on surface 1 (sur-
faces 2 to 4), X, ft; m (figs. 2 and 5)
array of Y coordinates of input points on surface 1 (sur-
faces 2 to 4), Y, ft; m (figs. 2 and 5) The X and Y co-
ordinates on all surfaces are given with respect to the same
X-Y origin. There is not a separate origin for each blade
segment (fig. 4).
array of static pressures at the input points on surface 1
(surfaces 2 to 4), P, lbf/ft2; N/m2 (fig. 5)
array of relative surface or free-stream velocities at the
input points on surface 1 (surfaces 2 to 4), V, ft/sec;
m/sec (see fig. 5) Either pressure P or velocity V is
used to input flow conditions on the blade surfaces. KPV
indicates which of the two is used in a set of input data.
16
ANG1(ANG2, ANG3, ANG4) array of surface angles with respect to the X axis at the
input points on surface 1 (surfaces 2 to 4), a, deg (see
fig. 5) The angle a is positive if rotation from the X
axis to the tangent to the surface is counterclockwise;
negative if rotation is clockwise. Angles may be given at
all points, at no points, or at only some of the points. If
any angles are given, spline curve results will be overriden
at the points where angles are given as input.
All the information for a single input point (X, Y, P or V, and a) is given on a single
data card (see fig. 9). For a single blade (KSURF = 2), NSURF3 and NSURF4 are set to
zero, and no cards are given for blade surfaces 3 and 4 (X3, Y3, etc., and X4, Y4, etc.)
Placement of Points for Accurate Results
In order to obtain accurate values for force, particularly in the drag direction, sev-
eral factors have to be kept in mind. First, consider the trapezoidal integration scheme.
It approximates areas under a curve of the function to be integrated by areas of trape-
zoids. In order to achieve accuracy, sufficient points are needed in regions where the
slope of the function is changing rapidly. The function to be integrated in this program
depends upon pressure and surface angle, and these change most rapidly around the lead-
ing and trailing edges of the blades. The computer program which generates the ideal
flow pressure or velocity distribution may not give enough points in these regions. If
that is the case, plots must be made of the blade leading and trailing edges and the pres-
sure or velocity distributions in these regions in order to interpolate data for input.
This procedure had to be followed for the blades used in the numerical examples of this
report. Figure 10 shows this plot for the front blade segment of blade number 2 of the
numerical examples. The circled points indicate where surface velocities were available
from the ideal flow program of reference 4. Points indicated by triangles were added for
use in this program.
A second factor is that the velocities plotted in figure 10 are in error very close to
the leading edge of the blade. The velocity distributions do not include the deceleration
to zero at the stagnation point, nor the peak velocities occurring due to rapid accelera-
tions around the leading edge radius. Figure 10 merely contains enlarged portions of the
plot of figure 8 which represents the output of the programs of reference 4. The very
local peaks about the leading and trailing edges of this blade do not affect the overall
loading significantly, and can be neglected. If need be, they can be calculated using ref-
erence 5 and included in this analysis.


















.004 .008 .012 .016 .148
Distance in M direction, ft
.152 .156 .160
Figure 10. -Leading and trailing edge surfaces and velocities for front blade segment of tan-
dem blade number 2.
direction) is very sensitive to the blade surface angles at the input points, particularly
around the leading and trailing edges. For example, changing the number of points
around a leading edge can alter the drag force as much as 25 percent while the lift force
remains essentially unchanged. This is why the leading edge must be described in detail
as it has been on figure 10. In general, 25 to 35 points has been found to be adequate for
describing most blade surfaces, with about one-third of these concentrated near the lead-
ing and trailing edges.
Finally, attention must be given to the spline curve fits of the blade geometry. If
blade surface angles are not supplied by the user, these angles are obtained from the
spline fits through the blade surface coordinates. Since spline curves pass exactly
through the fitted points (see refs. 7 and 8), these points must be given accurately or
else a "wavy" curve will result. And the angles on a "wavy" curve are greatly in error.
Since the forces computed in this program depend heavily on these angles, it is impor-
18
tant that the curve fits be accurate. The user should always check the spline curve out-
put to the program. If a particular curve is not smooth (i. e., its angles do not increase
or decrease smoothly, or the curvature changes sign radically from point to point), one
of two changes should be made. Either the input points should be adjusted so that the
curve fit improves, or input angles should be supplied in that particular region by the
user. In the numerical example, input angles could be given for the relatively poor
spline angles (47. 26 and 40. 37) at the third input points on surfaces 1 and 3 of example
tandem blade number 2 (see table IV).
TABLE IV. - SELECTED OUTPUT FOR TANDEM BLADE NO. 2 OF NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
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ANGLE BEUEEN MERIDIONAL-TANGENT IAL A X E S AND LIFT-DRAG A X E S = 25.0593
SUCTION SV.RFACE FORCES - FRONT BLADE
X Y MERIDIONAL TANGENTIAL DRAG LIFT
FORCE FORCE FORCE FORCE FORCE FORCE
188.8227 -296.5217 188.8227 -296.5217 45.4553 -348.5871
PRESSURE SURFACE FORCES - FRONT BLADE
X Y MERIDIONAL TANGENTIAL DRAG LIFT
FORCE FORCE FJRCE FORCt FORCE FORCE
-200.1162 312.9505 -200.1782 312.9505 -48.7834 368.2791
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TABLE IV. - Concluded. SELECTED OUTPUT FOR TANDEM BLADE NO. 2 OF NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
SUCTION SLRFACE FORCES - REAR BLADE
X Y MERIDIONAL TANGENTIAL
FORCE FORCE FORCE FORCE
84.2549 -352.4448 84.2969 -352.4448
PRESSURE SLRFACE FORCES - REAR BLADE
X Y MERIDIONAL TANGENTIAL
FORCE FORCE FORCE FORCE













SUM OF SUCTION SURFACE AND PRESSURE SURFACE FORCES - FRONT BLADE
X Y MERIDIONAL TANGENTIAL DRAG
FORCE FORCE FORCE FORCE FORCE
-11.3555 16.4288 -11.3555 16.4288 -3.3281
T O T A L FORCE ON FRONT BLADE = 19.9713




SUM OF SUCTION SURFACE AND PRESSURE SURFACE FORCES - REAR BLADE
X Y MERIDIONAL TANGENTIAL DRAG
FORCE FORCE FORCE FORCE FORCE
-2.7682 13.4956 -2.7882 13.4956 3.1904
TOTAL FORCE ON KEAR BLAOE = 13.7806




RATIO OF REAR BLADE FORCES TO FRONT BLADE FORCES
X Y MERIDIONAL TANGENTIAL
FORCES FORCES FORCES FORCES









SUM OF ALL FRONT AND REAR BLADE FORCES
X Y MERIDIONAL TANGENTIAL
FORCE FORCE FORCE FORCE
-14.1438 29.9244 -14.1438 29.9244
T O T A L FORCE ON ENTIRE TANDEM BLADE = 33.0986









Table IV contains a portion of the output generated for tandem blade number 2 of the
numerical examples. Most parts of the output have been abbreviated due to their length.
The first portion of output contains a copy of all the input to the program. The input
is shortened here because it was contained in its entirety in table II.
Following the input are the spline curve fits of the X-Y input coordinates of each of
the blade surfaces. The X and Y coordinates are listed, followed by the slope, second
derivative, and curvature at each point on the surface. From the slopes, angles are
computed along the spline curves. These are also printed, along with any input angles
which were given by the user. The user should always check the angles and second de-
rivatives of the spline curve to see if a good fit has been obtained. In regions where the
spline fit is poor (fluctuating angles or strongly fluctuating second derivatives), the input
data should be altered for a subsequent run on the program. Either input data points
should be shifted slightly, or points added or subtracted in the critical regions, or angles
given as input to be used instead of the spline angles.
The next portion of output contains the summation of components of pressure force
along the blade surfaces (see eqs. (2) to (9)) to obtain force contributions in the X and
Y directions. A force in the X direction and a force in the Y direction are computed
on each of the blade surfaces. The X coordinates of the surface points are listed, to-
gether with the static pressure and velocity at the points. The columns labeled "Inte-
grand 1" and "Integrand 2" contain the quantities
a. + a.
 l
±P. tan -i - ili
and
ai±P tan—1
for the F,, integrations, and the quantities ±P. for the Fy integrations. The column
"Sum" contains the cumulative summation of force at each point along the surface, so
that the final value of this column is the total force on a surface in the X or Y direc-
tion. The differences in the elements in this column indicate the contribution to force
from each element of the surface, and help to locate errors in the input when they exist.
The final portion of output lists all the resultant forces on blade surfaces and whole
blades. At the beginning of this section, /3^rt0m (the angle between the M-0 axis and the
25
lift-drag axis) is listed. This is followed by lists of forces in the X and Y directions,
the M and 9 directions, and the lift and drag directions. For a tandem blade, the lift-
drag direction is perpendicular and parallel to the mean velocity vector across the over-
all blade, not across each segment individually. Thus, drag forces listed for the indi-
vidual segments are not really in the true drag directions for those segments.
Components of force are given first for each of the blade surfaces, and are then
combined to give forces on each of the individual blade segments. Total forces are also
given on the blade segments and are located with respect to the M or Z axis. For
tandem blades, ratios are given for all rear segment forces to front segment forces.
Finally, for tandem blades, forces are summed from all four surfaces to give total





C LIFTDR COMPUTES FORCES OUfc TO PRESSURE ON EITHER A SINGLE
C '(IK TANDEM BLADE, GIVEN SURFACE GEOMETRY AND SURFACE PRESSURE
C OR VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS
C
DIMENSION X l (100) ,X2( iOO) ,X3UOO), X4 (100).Yl<100),Y2(130),
1Y3(lOO),Y4(100),Pl( lOO),P2(10a),P3( lOO), P4( 130 ) , VI ( 103 ), rf 2(100),
2V3(100),V4<100).ANG1(1001,ANG2(100),ANG3C100),ANG4(100),
3ANGSK 100),ANGS2(100),ANGS3(1QO).ANGS4UOO),SL(100),SD(13D).
4CUI 1001 ,Z( IOC, 2) .SUM(100)
C





READ (5.1030) GAM, '*. .PTZ. TTZ
*RITE(6.1050) GAM.K,PTZ,TTZ
READ (5.1030) VRI.VRG,BETAI.BETAO,ALPHMX
W R I T E ( 6*1060) VRI.VRO.BETAI.BE TAG,ALPHMX
READ (5.1010) KPV,KSURF,NSURFl,NSURF2,NSURF3,NSURF4
WR1TE16.1070) K.PV.K. SURF, NSURF I .NSURF2.NSURF3,NSURF4
IF («PV.NE.1.AND.KPV.NE.2).OR.(KSURF.NE.2.AND.KSURF.NE.<») ) GO TO
13PO
IF (KSURF.E0.2) MR 1 TE (6, 1080)
IF (KSURF.E0.4) W*ITE(6.1100)
IF (KPV.EO.l) WRIIE(6.1140)
IF (KPV.E0.2) WRITE(6, l l50)
READ (5.1020) ( Xl( I ) , Yl (I ) , VI ( I) . ANG1 (I ) . 1 = 1 .NSURF 1)
MRITE(6,1220) ( XI ( I ) , Yl (I ) . VI ( II.ANGKI ) * 1 = 1, NSURF 1)





READ (5*1020) <X2< I ) .Y2 ( I ) .V21 I ) .ANG2< I ) t l = l .NSURF2)
WRITE*6 .1220 ) ( X 2 ( I ) , Y 2 < I ) . V 2 { I ) , A N G 2 1 1 ) , 1 = 1,NSURF2)
IF (KSURF.E0.2I GO TO 20
WRI TEC 6,1120)
IF (KPV.EO.l) WRITE(6.1180)
IF < K P V . E O . 2 J WRITE(6.1190)
READ (5*1020) ( X3( I ) , Y3( I ) . V3 (I) , ANG3 ( I ) , 1 = 1, NSJRF3)





WRITE*6.1220) < X4( I ) . Y4( I ) . V4 ( I ),ANG4*I»,I=ltNSJRF4)




C FIT SPLICE CURVES TO X AND Y* COMPUTE SURFACE ANGLES AND










WRITE<6 .1230 ) J
WRITE(6 .1240) (X2 ( I ) .Y2 ( I ) .SL i I ) .SO( I ) ,CU( I ) .ANGS2( I ) .ANG2( I).
1I=1.NSURF2)









W R I T E * 6,1240) ( X4< I) , Y4U) , SL{ I) , SO II) ,CU< I > , ANGS4 ( I) . ANG4 < I).
1I=1.NSURF4)
C
C COMPUTE V E L D C I T Y AND PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS ALONG SURFACES
C
30 RHTZ= P T Z / R / T T Z
T 1= ( f tAM-l . ) /GAM*RHTZ/PTZ/2.
T 2= 1. / TI
T3= GftM/(GAM-l.)
T4= 1./T3
IF (KPV.EO. l ) GO TO 50
DO 40 I=l.NSURFl
40 P1I I )= PTZ*( 1.-T1*V1(I)**2)**T3
GO TO 70
50 DO 60 I=l.NSURFl
P K i ) = v n i )
27
6 0 V 1 ( I ) = S Q R T < T 2 * ( l . - < P l ( I ) / P T Z ) * * T 4 ) )
GO TO 90
70 00 80 l = l , N S U R F 2
80 P 2 ( I ) = PTZ*( l . -T l*V2( I )**2)**T3
GO TO 110
90 00 100 I=1 ,NSURF2
P 2 ( I > = V 2 ( I )
100 V 2 ( I ) = SORT( T 2 * ( l . - < P 2 m / P T Z ) * * T 4 ) )
110 IF ( K S U K F . E 0 . 2 J GO TO 190
IF ( K P V . E O . l » GO TO 130
00 120 I=1 ,NSURF3
120 P 3 ( I I = PTZ*1 l.-Tl*V3U )**2)**I3
GO TO 150
130 00 1£0 I = 1.NSURF3
P3( I)= V3< I I
140 V 3 ( I J = SORTt 12*11.-CP3(I)/PTZI**T<m
GO TO 170
150 DO 160 I = i ,NSURF4
160 P 4 ( I ) = PTZ*( l . -T l*V4( I )**2)**T3
GO TO 190
170 00 180 l = l . N S U R F 4
P4( I )= V4( I)
180 V 4 < I ) = SORT(T2*{1 . - (P4U ) / P T Z I * * T 4 ) )
C
C I N T E G R A T E P R E S S U R E D I S T R I B U T I O N S TO O B T A I N COMPONENTS OF X AND Y
C FORCES, AND P R I N T RESULTS
C
190 NM= NSURF1-1
IF ( A N G H D.EO.O.) ANGU 1 > =ANG SI < I)
IF ( A N G U 2).£0.0.I ANSI ( 2 > =AN5 SI ( 2 )
A N G H U = ANGH1I /57 .295780
A N G 1 ( 2 » = ANGK2) /57 .295780
7: c i , i > = o.
Z (1.21= Pl ( 1 ) * T A N ( ( A N G K D + A N U K 2 ) ) /2 . )
DO 200 1=2 ,NM
IF ( A N G K I + D.EO.O.I ANGK 1*11 =ANGS1 (1*1)
ANGH !*•!»= ANGKI4-1I /57 .295780
7. (I , 11= Pl( I ) * T A N ( ( A N G K I » * A N G l ( 1-1) ) /2 . )
200 Z ( I , 2 I = P l ( I ) * T A N ( i A N G l ( I ) * A N G K I + l ) ) / 2 . )
Z (NSURF1 , 1)= P l ( N S U R F l ) * T A N ( ( ANG1 ( N S U R F l ) *ANG1( N M M / 2 . )
Z ( N S U R F 1 , 2)= 0.
C A L L T I N T G R ( X I , Z , N S U R F 1 , S U M )
FX1= - S U M ( N S U R F l )
J= 1
W R I T F ( 6,1000)
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 2 5 0 ) J . J
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 2 9 0 1
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 3 0 0 ) ( X l ( I ) , P 1 ( I ) , V 1 ( I ) , Z ( I , 1 ) , Z ( I , 2 ) , S U M ( I ) , I = 1, N S J R F 1 )
00 210 I = l . N S U R F l
Z ( ! , !»= -Pl( II
210 7 .11*21= -Pl( I)
CALL T I N T G R ( X 1 , Z , N S U R F 1 , S U M )
FY1= S U M ( N S U R F l »
W R I T F i 6,1260) J . J
W R I T E ( 6 . 1 2 9 0 )
W R I T E ( 6 . 1 3 0 0 ) ( X l ( U . P U I ) , V 1 ( I ) , Z ( I , 1 ) ,Z( 1 ,2) , SUM (I ) , I = 1, \S JRF 1)
NM= NSURF 2-I
IF ( A N G 2 ( D.EO.O.) A N G 2 ( 1) =ANli S2( I)
28
IF <Ai \ IG2( 2 ) .EO.O. I A N G 2 ( 2 )=ANGS2 ( 2 )
A N G 2 ( 1 I = ANG2( U/57.295780
A N G 2 < 2 1 = ANG2(2) /57 .295780
7(1,11 = 0.
* < 1 , 2 ) = -P2( n * T A N U A N G 2 < l ) + A N G 2 ( 2 1 ) / 2 . )
DO 220 1=2 ,NH
IF 1ANG21 I+1).EO.O. ) ANG2 11 + 11 =ANGS2 (I + 1)
ANG2U+1) = ANG2U + U/57.295780
7. <! , ! )= -P2( I ) * T A N ( (ANG2 <I) +ANG2 ( 1-1)1/2.)
220 Z ( I . 2 > = -P2J n * T A N « A N G 2 U I + A N G 2 U + l ) ) /2 . )
I < N S U * F 2 , 1 ) = - P 2 ( M S U R F 2 l * T A N « A N G 2 ( N S U R F 2 1 + ANG2<
/ < N S U * F 2 , 2 ) = 0.
C A L L T I N T G R J X 2 . Z . N S U R F 2 . S U M )
FX?= S U M C N S U R F 2 )
J= 2
W R I F F ( 6 , 1 2 7 0 ) J , J
W R I T F ( 6 , 1 2 9 0 )
W R I T F I 6 . 1 J O O ) ( X 2 ( I l t P 2 f I 1 . V 2 1 I ) , Z ( I , l l , Z ( I , 2 ) . S U M ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N S J R F 2 )
DO 230 I=1,NSURF2
I (I. 1)= P2( I )
230 ?. ( I , 2 > = P ? ( I )
C A L L T I N T G R ( X 2 . Z . N S U R F 2 , S U M )
FY2= S l JM(NSURF2)
W H I T E ( 6 , 1 2 8 0 ) J . J
W R I T F ( 6 , 1 2 9 0 )
W R i r E ( 6 . 1 3 0 0 ) < X 2 < I ) ,P2U ) . V2( I) ,ZU,1 ) , Z U , 2 ) ,SUM( I) , I = 1, NS JRF2 )
IF ( K S U R F . E 0 . 2 ) GO TO 280
NM= NSURF3-1
IF < AMG3( l i .EO.O.) A M G 3 ( i ) =ANiS3 (I)
IF (ANG3( 2) .FO.O.I ANG3( 2 ) =ANG S3 < Z )
A N G 3 ( 1 ) = A N G 3 ( D/57.295780
A N G 3 ( 2 ) = ANG3(2)/57.295780
Z (1. 11= 0.
Z < 1 , 2 ) = P 3 ( 1 ) * T A N U A N G 3 ( 1 ) * A N G 3 < 2 ) 1/2.)
00 240 1 = 2 , N M
IF ( A M G 3 I I + D.EO.O.) ANG3( I + i) =ANGS3 (1*1»
A N G 3 ( l + l l = ANG3(I* l ) /57 .295780
7. ( I, 1)= P3( I ) * T A N ( I A N G 3 ( I ) * A N G 3 ( I - 1 ) 1/2.1
2 4 0 7 < I , 2 I = P 3 < I ) * T A N ( ( A N G 3 U )+ANG3U*l ) ) / 2 . )
Z < N S U « F 3 , 1 )= P 3 ( N S U R F 3 ) * T A N U A N G 3 < N S U R F 3 ) + A N G 3 < N M ) ) / 2 . )
Z JNSU*F3, 2)= 0.
CALL r i N T G R ( X 3 , Z , N S U R F 3 , S U M )
FX3= S U M ( N S U R F 3 I
J= 3
W R I T F ( 6.1250) J . J
W R I T E ( 6 . 1 2 9 0 )
. < R I T F < 6 . 1 3 0 0 > < X 3 ( I ) , P 3 U ) , V 3 ( I ) , Z ( I .1) , Z ( I , 2 ) , SUM ( I) , I = 1, N S U R F 3 )
DO 250 I=1 .NSURF3
Z I I . 1 I = -P3( I )
250 Z ( I , 2 ) = -P3(II
C A L L r i N T G R ( X 3 , Z , N S U R F 3 , S U M I
FY3= S U M ( N S U R F 3 )
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 2 6 0 ) J . J
M R I T F ( 6 , 1 2 9 0 )
« R I T F < 6 , 1 3 0 0 ) ( X 3 ( I ) , P 3 ( I ) , V 3 t I ) , Z U , 1 ) , Z ( I , 2 ) , S U M ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N S U R F 3 )
NM= NSURF4-1
I F ( A N G 4 ( D.EO.O.) A N G 4 ( 1 I = A N 3 S 4 ( 1 )
I F ( A N G 4 ( 2 ) . E O . O . ) A N G 4 ( 2 ) = A N S
29
A N G 4 < 1 ) = ANG4(11/57.295780
A N G 4 < ? ) = ANG4<2) /57.295780
Z(I ,1)= 0.
Z<1,2)= -P4( 1 ) * T A N < ( A N G 4 ( i ) + A N G 4 ( 2 ) ) / 2 . )
00 260 1=2,NM
IF ( ANG4( 1*11.EO.0.» ANG4(I + U=ANGS4(I + 1)
ANG4(I*-1) = ANG4(I«-1)/57.295780
741,1)= -P4< II*TAN( <ANG4U)+ANG4( I-ll 1/2.)








WRI16(6,1300) (X4( I ) ,P4H) ,V41I ) ,Z( l ,L ) ,Z( I ,2 ) ,SUM(I ) , I=1,NSURF4)
00 270 I=1,NSURF4
?( I, l)= P4( I )
270 7. C I. 2)= P4I I )
CALL T I N T G R ( X 4 . Z f N S U R F 4 , S U M )
FY4=.SUM(NSURF4)
WRITE !6 .1280 ) J,J
WRITE(6,1290)
MRITF(6.1300) ( X 4 ( t ) , P 4 < I ) , V 4 1 1 ) , Z ( I , 1 ) ,2(I ,2),SUM(I) , I = 1,NSJRE4)
C
C ROTATF. X AND Y FORCES TO OBTAIN COMPONENTS OF














C ROTATE MERIDIONAL AN3 TANGENTIAL FORCES TO OBTAIN COMPONENTS OF















IF (KSURF.E0.2) MR I TE (6. 1330)
30
IF <KSURF.EO.4I WRI TE <6, 13401
W R I T E * 6. 1320) FX1,FYI,FM1.FT1,FD1,FLI
IF (KSURF.E0.2I WR I TE (6, 1350)
IF < * SURF. E 0.4) WRI TE < 6, 13601
WR1TE(6,1320I FX2.FY2,FM2,FT2,FD2,FL2






M RITE (6. 1320) FX3,F Y3.FM3 ,FT3 , F03 ,FL3
MRITE(6.1380)
W R I T E * 6, 1320) FX4.F Y4,FM4 ,FT4, FD4 ,FL4
C
C SUM FORCES ON BLADE SEGMENTS, RATIO FORCES FOR TANOEM BLADES,








IF (KSURF.EU.2) WRI TE ( 6, 1390)
IF (K.SURF.E0.4) WRI TE (6, 1400)
WRITE(6 ,1320) FX12.F Y12.FM12 ,F T12 ,FD12 ,FL12
TF12= SO«T«FM12**2*FT12**2)
ATF12M= ATAN(FT12/FM12)*57.295780
IF JATF12M.LT.O.) ATF12M= 180.+ATF12M
IF (KSURF.E0.2) MRI TE (6.1410) TF12
IF (KSURF.E0.4) WRITE { 6, 1420 ) TF12
WRITE(6,1430) ATF12M










MRITF(6,1320) FX34,F Y34,FM34,F. T34,F034,FL34
TF34= SORT(FM34**2+FT34**2)
ATF34H= ATAN(FT34/FM34)*57.2957bO
IF IATF34M.LT. 0. ) ATF34M= 180.+ATF34M






















A IF 14* = ATAN!FT14/FM14)*57.295780





















16HNSU*F4/6X,12,IOX,12,10X,I 3,9X,I 3 .9X,13 ,9X,13 / / )
1080 FORMAT!/5X.15HSUCTION SURFACE)
FORMAM/5X.16HPRESSURE SURFACE)
FORMAT(/5X,29HSUCTION SURFACE - FRONT BLADE)
FORMATC/5X.3CHPRESSURE SURFACE - FRONT BLADE)
FORMAT</5X.28HSUCTION SURFACE - REAR BLADE)
FORMAT(/5X,2SHPRESSURE SURFACE - REAR BLADE)
FORMAT(8X .2HX1* IIX,2HY1.11X,2HPl,10X,4HANGl)
FORMAT(8X.2HXl * 11X,2HY1.IIX,2HVI,10X.4HANG1)





FORMAT! 8X.2HX4,l lX*2HY4.11X*2riV4. 10X.4HANG4)
FORMAT!3X,F10.6,3X,F10.6,3X,F10.4.3X,F10.4)
FORMAr( / / /5X,8HSURFACE ,£1,20H - SPLINE FIT OF X-Y .42X,6HSPLINE.
19X,5HINPUT/8X,1HX,1IX,1HY,IOX.bHSLOPE,7X.11HSEC. DERIV. .7X,
29HCURVATURE.6X,5HANGLE,lOX,5HANGLt)
1240 FORMAT! !3X ,F 10.6,2X,F10.6.1X,F12.5,I X,F15.5,4X,F12.5,3X,F9.4.6X,
1F9.4JI
.I1.65H - INTEGRATION OF IAVERAGE PRESSURE*
GET FX.Ii)
.I1.32H - INTEGRATION OF

















1250 FORMAT!/ / /5X.8HSURFACE
IT AN!AVERAGE ANGLE)) TO
1260 FORMAT!/ / /5X.8HSURFACE
1270 FORMAT! / / /5X,8HSU*FACE
l*TAN!AV6RAGE ANGLE)) TO
1-P) TO GET FY, ID
• -AVERAGE PRESSJRE
1280 FORMAT!/ / /5X.8HSU*FACE .I1.31H - INTEGRATION OF (P) TU GET FY.I1)
32
I? 90 FORMAT!8X,1HX.IOX,8HPRESSURE,&X,8HVELOCI TY.8X, IOHINTEGRAND1,7X,
110HINTFGRAND2.11X.3HSUM)
1300 FORMATI (3X,F10.6,4X,F11.5?4X,F10.b,3X.F14.5,3X,F14.5.&X,Fll.5))
1310 FORMAT!1HI///4X.61HANGLE BETWEEN MERIDIONAL-TANGENTIAL A X E S AND LI
1FT-DRAG A X E S =.F9.4///////)
13?0 FORMAT(12X.IhX.14X.1HY,9X.10HMERIDIONAL,5Xt10HTANGENTIALt8X,4HDRA3
1. 11X.4HLIFT/6! 1 OX, 5HFORCE » /I X.6i4X,Fl 1.4)//I
1330 FORMAT!4X.22HSUCTION SURFACE FORCES)
1340 FORMAT!4X.36HSUCTION SURFACE FORCES - FRONT BLADE)
1350 FORMAT14X,23HPRESSURE SURFACE FORCES)
136O FORMAT! 4X.37HPRESSUR6 SURFACE FORCES - FRONT BLADE)
1370 FORMAT(4Xt35HSUCTION SURFACE FORCES - REAR BLADE)
13RO FORMAT!4X.36HPRESSURE SURFACE FORCES - REAR BLADE)
1390 FORMAT!/ / / / /4X.50HSUM OF SUCTION SURFACE AND PRESSURE SURFACE FORC
1FS)
1400 FOKMAT! / / / / /4X.64HSUM OF SUCTION SURFACE AND PRESSURE SJRFACE FORC
1ES - FRONT BLADE)
1410 FORMAT!9X.22HTOTAL FORCE ON BLADE =,F11.4)
1420 FORMAT! 9X.28HTOTAL FORCE ON FRONT BLADE =,Fll.4)
1430 FORMAT!9X.39HANGLE WITH RESPECT TO MERIDIONAL AXIS = ,F11.*////)
1440 FORMAT!4X.63HSUM OF SUCTION SURFACE AND PRESSURE SURFACE FORCES -
IK EAR BLADE)
1450 FORMAT(9X»27HTOTAL FORCE ON REAR BLADE =»F11.4)
1460 FORMAT! 1H1///4X.48HRATIO OF REAR BLADE «=0RCES TO FRONT BLADE FORCE
IS/12X, lHX*l4X, lHY,9X,10HMEfUO(ONAL,5X,LOHTANGENTIAL»8X,4r4DRAG»lLX,
24HLIFT/6! «3X, 6HFORCE S) / 1X,6( 4X.F11.4)//)
J470 FORMAT!9X,66FRATIO OF TOTAL FORCE ON REAR BLADE TO TOTAL FORCE ON
1FRONT BLADE =.F10.4///////)
1480 FORMAT!4X.38HSUM OF ALL FRONT AND REAR BLADE FORCES)
1490 FORMAT!9X.36HTOTAL FORCE ON EMTIRE TANDEM BLADE =,F11.4)
1500 FORMAT!/ / /1X,29HERROR IN INPUT - KPV OR KSURFI
END
SIBFTC SPLIN
SUBROUTINE SPLINEiX .Y ,N*DYDX,02YDX2tCURV»ANG)
C
C SPLINE FITS A SPLINE CURVE TO X AND Y, AND CALCULATES FIRST AND
C SFC3ND D E R I V A T I V E S , CURVATURES. AND ANGLES AT THE SPLINE P O I N T S
C
DIMENSION X ! N ) . Y ! N ) . O Y D X I N ) . 0 2 Y D X 2 ( N ) , C U R V ( N ) , A N G ! N)
DIMENSION Gl 100),H( 100)
Gi l )= -2.0
Hil)= 0.
Nl= N-l
IF JNI.LT.2) GO TO 20
DO 10 1=2.Nl
A= IX! I)-X! 1-1) )/6.




10 H!I)= IO-A*H!I-D) /C
33
20 0 2 Y O X 2 < N ) = H(N1)/( .5+G(Nl))
00 30 1=2,N
K = N+l-I
SO D2YOX2(K ) = H(K) -G(K) *02YDX2(K*1 )
O Y O X C 1)= (.X( 1)-X(2) ) / 6 . * (2 , *D2YOX2( l )+02YDX2(2 ) )« - (Y (2 ) - iM 1) )/( X( 2)
1-X(1)»
00 40 1=2.N
40 OYOXI I> = (XI D-XII-I) ) /6 . *<2.*02YDX2m«-D2YOX2<I - l ) )+Ul I)-f( I-1M
1/ (X( II-X( 1-1))
00 50 1=1,N
CURVU J= 02YOX2UI /C l.+O YDX( 11 **2 I **1.5
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force on blade section or blade
surface, per unit of blade
height, Ibf/ft; N/m
distance in meridional direc-
tion, ft; m
pressure, Ibf/ft2; N/m2
distance in radial direction,
ft; m
temperature, °R; K
relative velocity (figs. 3
and 6), ft/sec; m/sec
mean relative velocity across
blade section (fig. 6),
ft/sec; m/sec
distance in X (input) direc-
tion, ft; m
distance in Y (input) direc-
tion, ft; m
distance in axial direction,
ft; m
blade surface angle with re-
spect to the X axis (fig. 5),
deg
angle between meridional axis
and X axis of input (fig. 2),
deg
relative flow angle with re-
spect to meridional or axial
direction (figs. 3 and 6), deg
mean flow angle across blade
section (fig. 6), deg
P
ratio of specific heats




D in the drag force direction
(parallel to direction of mean
velocity)
i at a local point
in at the blade inlet
L in the lift force direction (per-
pendicular to direction of
mean velocity)
M in the meridional direction
out at the blade outlet
p pressure surface value
s suction surface value
tot total force
X in the X (input) direction
Y in the Y (input) direction
Z in the axial direction
9 in the tangential direction
1, 2, 3, 4 identification of blade sur-
faces 1, 2, 3, or 4
Superscript:
' total or stagnation value
35
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